Since days of yore, the main purpose of medicine is the patient care, by recognizing the disease and establishing the therapy, aiming to provide relief or cure when possible. Making diagnosis constitutes the key step to achieve this paradigm. In this setting, the medical diagnosis, a complex task, involves specific knowledge and skills, experience, logical reasoning, information processing and pattern recognition. As time passes, intuition, insights and suspicion are added to this process happening at an unconscious level.
The clinical history is the most fundamental tool that triggers the diagnostic process followed by a detailed, careful and precise physical examination. Despite the intellectual diversity of patients, influencing the provision of information through the interpretation of their symptoms, the medical diagnosis can be based on the history alone in more than 70% of the cases. The ability to focus on important clinical issues and pick up the big picture requires clinicians to separate the wheat from the chaff. Classical presentations of uncomplicated disease are diagnosed by pattern recognition, while complex problems require analytical thought in addition. In this setting, the physician will make use of the complementary laboratory and imaging arsenal.
Some writers divide the diagnostic process in two steps. The first consists on the enumeration of the diagnostic possibilities accompanied by their relative likelihood. In the second step with the addition of each new information of the history and physical examination, the possibilities are being ruled out, and the most likely diagnosis are ultimately being chosen.
In large countries with heterogeneous development areas, like Brazil, depending on the region and the medical workplace or service the interpretation of signs and symptoms may vary and consequently result in different hierarchy of the diagnostic hypothesis. Moreover, this disparity may occur in services of different degrees of medical complexity. An abdominal pain may be differently interpreted in a primary care service of a rural area compared with an emergency service of a tertiary complexity hospital in a cosmopolitan Centre.
Not infrequently, there are situations characterized by ambiguous clinical picture, and others marked by incomplete and fragmentary information, challenging even more the physicians to reach the precise and definitive conclusion.
Physicians are not as perfect as it is expected. All doctors make mistakes, have weakness. Expertise is not a static but dynamic state. Misdiagnosing should not, but still happens, even in what we could call trivial clinical situations. The most frequently missed diagnoses documented in the literature are: cancer, myocardial infarction, pulmonary embolism, aneurysms, infections and appendicitis. These diagnoses are also found in studies on discrepancies between clinical and autopsy. These discrepancies are being kept unchanged in both the rate and in diagnoses over time, despite the technological evolution of the diagnostic armamentarium.
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A missed diagnosis may become clear with hindsight. Relevant information lost or misinterpreted can be found or reassessed before the final diagnosis. Reconsidering or reformulating the initial diagnostic hypotheses can prevent diagnostic errors. Good clinicians regularly review patient data, consider a specific disease in specific circumstances, look beyond the initial diagnosis, revalidate the patterns identified, examine the probabilities and have the courage to question their earlier diagnostic interpretations allowing them to reassign risks and diagnoses.
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This periodic brought to the knowledge, reports of undiagnosed schistosomiasis and strongyloidiasis hyperinfection (N. 2, issues 1 and 2). Both constitute examples of high prevalence diseases in our country.
Why misdiagnoses do still occur?
First of all, as stated above, perfection and precision are qualities that, despite being the target of health professionals, are far from the reality.
In practice, premature closure of the diagnostic process without considering the correct diagnosis as a possibility may represent a common cause of the error. Schiff and colleagues studying 583 diagnostic errors found that failure or delay in considering the diagnosis was the most common failure. Assignment of common benign diagnosis to patients with uncommon serious diseases consists another cause of misdiagnosing. Kostopoulou et al. identified five features of potential diagnostic difficulty: atypical presentation, non-specific presentation, very low prevalence, co-morbidity and perceptual features. The later related to a failure to detect and/or recognize visual or auditory symptoms and signs.
One explanation for many of the misdiagnoses is the misattribution of the presenting symptoms to an obvious explanation or a readily available etiology, like not investigating anemia in young women by explaining it as a result of menstruation. Pre-existing diagnostic label can also hamper the clinician's ability to reformulate the diagnostic problem, looking for alternative possibilities. Difficult or unusual presentations are likely to get missed. In those cases, characterized by a full list of possibilities, how can one decide which possibility to pursue? Simply following the broad list of the differential diagnosis without critical thought, results in unnecessary testing. The experienced clinician first considers the higher probability options and those of greater severity, if left undiagnosed and untreated.
Facing challenging clinical cases, whose diagnosis does not seem obvious, it is noteworthy to verify if the history has been carefully taken. In this case remaking the physical examination, and consult more experienced colleagues is highly recommended.
